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V5485 Sagittarii: A Possible Symbiotic Star Exhibiting Ellipsoidal Variation Evidence as Orbital
Signature
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Star Name: V5485 Sgr, MACHO 119.20221.154, OGLE II BUL_SC45 256236, CXO J180334.9-295948
Coordinates (J2000): 18 03 35.00, -29 59 49.0
Variability type: ELL+ZAND:;  Limits, System: 15.25-15.5(R);  Spectrum: M5
Period: 270 d;  Epoch: JD 2449067

 
Remarks:
During cross matching of objects from the Chandra Source Catalogue with data for Baade's Window from the MACHO photometric database (Allsman
and Axelrod 2001) the connection between several of these xray sources and some red giant stars came to light, red giant stars not normally being so
associated. 

  
One such star is V5845 Sagittarius from GCVS Name List 78 (Kazarovets et al. 2006) classified in Glass and Schultheis (2002) as a semiregular variable
having a regular 135.5 day period as part of their study of M giant stars discovered in Baade's Window by Blanco (1986). 

  
Examination of the MACHO epoch photometry for this object revealed that the apparent regularity of the period was due to rather than the star being a
semiregular variable it in fact being an ellipsoidal variable with roughly twice the period, 270 days, superposed with what look to be some occasional
small scale low amplitude erratic variation ("flickering") in the mean phased lightcurve. 

  
The Chandra data indicated that the associated xrays source is a hard source, which is suggestive of the star being a possible Symbiotic Star, with the
xrays coming from a white dwarf companion. A literature search reveals that this suspicion and Chandra xray source association had already been noted
in a Chandra correlation of ChaMPlane xray sources and Baade's Window M giants by van den Berg et al. (2006), their star BW3, wherein stars not
traditionally diagnosable as Symbiotic Stars nevertheless are shown to present evidence of mass outflow (strong stellar wind) in their near infrared
spectra with the interaction of this with a probable white dwarf companion resulting in the hard xray signature. 

  
In combination with the MACHO photometry evidenced ellipsoidal signature being responsible for the photometric variation and thus indicating an
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orbital modulation of the variability, the above leads to the conclusion that V5485 Sagittarii is a Symbiotic Star like red giant plus white dwarf pair with
an orbital period of around 270 days and an optical amplitude of 0.2 to 0.3 magnitudes. 

  
Symbiotic Star Variables usually have orbital periods in the several hundred to thousand day plus range, and any clean photometric signature of such is
usually lost within pulsational variation exhibited by the red giant, or more strongly evidenced by higher amplitude long duration eclipses. However, the
period, ellipsoidal signature with superposed small scale flickering, and amplitude, of this star's phased lightcurve does have some strong similarities to
one well known red giant and white dwarf binary, the 227 day orbital period and approximately 0.3 magnitude amplitude T Coronæ Borealis (e.g. Figure
2 in Zamanov and Zamanova 1997). 
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 MACHO R band photometric data folded upon a period of 270 days showing both minima for the ellipsoidal variation. 
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